
FCC QUARTERLY ISSUES AND PROGRAM LIST - FOURTH QUARTER 2017

Program: Front Page; an interview / discussion program locally produced by KJLH with on topic guests, hosted by KJLH personality

Date Time Topic Guests Discussion Topics:
10/2/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM History Dr. Melina Abdullah, Professor CSLA, BLM Rally outside Rams and Charges Game, Take a knee to stand for BLM to remind people why Kapernick took a knee

Relationships Carl Stevens Jr., aka Rakem Seku - Metaphysician The Art of Open relating, 
Kenya K Stevens Author Change Your Man, How to become the woman he wants.
Dwayne Mooney Comic, Activist, Author Open relating or Polyamorous relationship.  Dwayne has always had a polyamorous relationship but recently became public with the help of the Steven's couple who've practice the lifestyle for many years.  His wife found the Steven's couple which ultimately saved their marriage because of the honesty.

10/3/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Hot Topic Tuesday Various Callers Ronald Sending condolences to the victims of Las Vegas and happy his family out there is safe
  Sampling of callers topics CP My heart goes out to the victims in Las Vegas, Prince said the sign of the times and people are ignoring what's going on in this country.

Leroy A bold, audacious show yesterday on open relationships.  Wants to hear more about Puerto Rico, the recent Women's March in Washington and Ronald Reagan creating the homeless population.  The shooter in Las Vegas didn't shoot 500 people, he shot 60 people and the other died by being trampled.
Jay Has teenage children, a widower and with my children would tune into the show instead of listening to their music

Front Page is what people need to listen to.  The shooting that happened in Vegas is called a Turkey shoot.
10/4/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Community Dr. David Carlise, CEO Charles Drew University Named after the most accomplished and famous African American Physicians of the 20th Century.  The father of blood and plasma transfusions during WWII saving thousands of lives and his technology and techniques continue to save lives today.  The University was founded in 1966 after the Watts rebellion.

Ronald Bruner Jr. Musician - Drummer We are in the service of people and help people live and that is what the Jazz at Drew music is for, Charles Drew University.  The music returned after being absent for seven years and now it's back.
Health Coach Erich Nall There are a group of characteristics of the Champion mindset.  Our brain is a mechanism to keep us safe.  We talk ourselves into the achievement.  Whatever the struggle is in the journey we are willing to risk it.  We take complete ownership of our lives and even the mistakes.  Let's all tap into the Championship mindset.
Education Judge Kevin Ross, Host America's Court Mission - to get more children, especially Black Boys into college.  Found out from Morehouse College that 325,000 Black Boys start the ninth grade and by the time their seniors in college that number is decreased to 8,000.  He has his son applying to Black Colleges against his will.  Once he got his acceptances from Black Colleges he made his son walk the campus.  Has an even at Cal State Northridge put on by the Kappa's on how to apply for college.
Education Renee Cole, Founder Dreamland Early Learning Her students have matriculated to all the Ivy League schools.  Her approach to teaching children is to teach them about themselves and there is nothing they cannot learn, that it is impossible for them to reach or understand as long as they are taught properly.  As long as it is engaging, interesting and they are having fun.

10/5/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Astrology Saharah Ali, Founder Saji Yoga Sharing her perspective - We are in an important time of rebirth and we must all come together.  We must remember our history and the time it took for us to get where we are today.  If we look at the history of our planet and the structure of our government, most change in the world has been created trauma.  Tragedy and spirituality is how we call our power back.  We are in a global shift of power and we need to find our place and wake up from our long sleep and lean on our ancestors who paved the way for us to be great.
Community Dr. Mable John Fresh Food giveaway for everyone.  She has made it her mission and job wherever there is a need then she comes to help.   She thanks Los Angeles for the help for Texas, Florida and Puerto Rico.  Provided an update on where she is sending donations and getting ready to send trucks.  Rev. Gregory Robinson in Houston, TX area and Ms. Collins, owner of an insurance company in Spring, TX.  Distributing to people in need in Casimir COGIC Pastor Frazier is distributing the goods.
Religion Devon Franklin, Author TV Producer, Speaker Grew up having desires, dreams and aspirations but no one told him how to do it.  As he became blessed with opportunities he made it his journey to go back and teach others.  His new book is The Hollywood Commandments a combination of Faith and Career.  You don't have to compromise your faith in Hollywood.  Had to navigate the ins and outs of the industry while maintaining my faith. 

10/6/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Radio Free Friday Dr. Gerald Horne Professor, Author His research has addressed issues of racism in a variety of relations involving labor, politics, civil rights, international relations and war.   Two new book s coming out: Storming the Heavens African Americans and the early right to Fly.  Black people in the early 20th century were fascinated by airplanes because they thought it would be a weapon used against them for example, Bombs were dropped on Libya in 1911 and Tulsa, Oklahoma, Black Wall Street, Southern African and you had Black Americans who were pilots who went to Ethiopia in the 1930 who helped to start Ethiopian Airways.  The Rise and Fall of the Associated Negro Press.
Various Callers Bilal Las Vegas shooting, we should not believe what the government is telling us.  Believes the man who was accused was a government operator.  The after effects was when Trump was being criticized about Puerto Rico.  Also, if this had been a Black, Brown or Muslim it would have been considered a terror attack.

Bill There are red flags about the Vegas shooter was not black.  We need a National Register when someone buys guns.  Mr. People's town hall committee needs to discuss how we are going to continue the legacy.
Vee We are so hated the word Nimrod if you look it up you will find out nothing if Nirod Africans.  There are 800 African Saints that were historically turned white.

10/9/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Politics State Senator Holly Mitchell Since the mass shooting there is a lot talk about what to do and gun rights.  California is on the cutting edge, 30 years ago passing the most aggressive assault bands.  There was a lot of heat and therefore, they can't get much traction at the Federal Level.  California is not an open carry state as a result of legislation, her colleagues have remained firm about gun protection.  We need to learn from Australia what they did after their first mass shooting.  There is not one that can justify a society in which automatic weapons, semi automatic firearms should be purchased that can be augmented and ammunition very easily at home.
Matt McGorry, Actor Activist His political awakening was three years ago after Orange is the New Black.  He didn't have to face injustices despite growing up in NYC.  Only after he began to understand how deeply flawed our system is and had to do something about it.  Orange is the New Black and filming 25 episodes and reading Michelle Alexander's The New Jim Crow he decided to act.  Growing up white and was always enamored with Dr. King.  Didn't realize the injustices were still going on.  Apart of the play White People for Black Lives Matter.
Sherry Foster Native American First Native American to be considered for an Emmy Award for the Independence of Eddie Rose, Death of a Miner and God of Vengeance etc.   Starting to have a voice to be heard.  Native talent and soon we can write our own stories.  She is member of White People for BLM.
Ashley Sparks Curator, Producer Engagement Strategist - Thinks about who is in a particular audience.  People who want to develop an authentic relationship.  As an artist she's trying to draw the lengths of what people make and how that is going to create transformation in a community.  How are we moving people towards actions with her play, White People for Black Lives Matter.  The performance starts in 1592 of the initial colonization of the United States and builds to now.

10/10/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Hot Topic Tuesday Various Callers Lynette We are at the point in history that we have to get back our roots by boycotting.  Seems like we are back in the 60's.  Let's start with Christmas, bank and shop Black.
Wendell Dr. Mable John is a ray of light to the community.  We are at a crucial point in this country we need to stop spending money with people who continue to disrespect us.  We need to uplift Kwanza and stop buying frivolously.  Only shop and buy Black in memory of Azure Aberdine.
Raw Just was hired on a job Monday. Worked 12 hours a day an entire week.  Met the owner for the first time.  He was staring at me up and down and when he went inside the office to introduce myself and I was instantly fired.  He assist people when they breakdown in the street and my Hispanic boss is going to talk to the owner to get my job back.
Big Money Griff Either we are planning to fail or failing to plan!  It's embarrassing to see our young brothers with their pants having off their behinds.  Heard Senator Feinstein being asked the question what would you do to prevent the Vegas shooter from killing people, We should have instructed the hotel owners to have plexiglass wired if their broken so it can alarm security.
Marcus The construction companies are hiring but you have to have the right attitude and the right outfit, hard hat, safety boots.  Construction jobs have on the job training, even Union construction jobs.  Runs a program through the Brother's Keeper and the Southwest Training Fund.
Leo Was a freelance reporter in 2009.   KTLA was hiring and a News Director said I was not ethnic enough, so it is a tough business to get into.

10/11/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Wellness Wed Coach Erich Nall, Founder Ultimate Transformations Wesley thinks kids are much wiser these days and the players protesting should put their money together and build something instead of putting their paychecks on the line.
Various Callers Dirk The average person makes $50K yearly but there are sacrifices the players have to make because it's not always about the money.  It's about your future, your kids.

Forrest Speaking for the combat veterans, saw a poll who did two tours and they agreed to taking a knee because that is what they fought for, a freedom of speech.
Dr. Paul Wallace Cosmetic Dermatologist Been treating concussions which is a difficult situation treating players who put their health on the line for entertainment.  The athletes who were suffering from concussions are getting the required testing from the NFL.  Collisions not concussions, its how many times the brain slams up against the skull.  Concussions is a different topic, They say is asymptomatic in children less than 10 percent of concussions is loss of consciousness.  The issue is the brain.
Dr. Rosie Milian Caller Money is the issue, that is why we can't move forward,  That is why our local politicians have sold us out.

10/12/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Astrology Saharah Ali, Founder Third Eye Holding the space for truth.  The mind governed by our bodies is death and the mind governed by spirit is peace if we can change our minds we can change our lives.  Always pray for healing and for clarity trusting the prospect of change.
Law Attorney Brian Dunn Cochran Firm Op Ed piece that Trump said "Don’t go too easy on people who you arrest" and the group of law enforcement applauded.  The constitution of the United States prohibits officers of using excessive force in the 4th amendment and Trump is encouraging officers to rough up suspects which is against the law.  The cycle that is progressing with Trump, is appealing to an impulse in his base.  Fostering a them against me attitude for people of color and anyone that doesn't agree with him.  He is advocating lawlessness and many law enforcement officers are becoming comfortable with things that are flagrantly illegal.

caller Sandra I speak a word of prayer for our current President because things must change.  Believes the President thinks he was elected King.  A President works for us and a King is what we see now.
Daria The electoral college vote is what got Trump elected
Denise Trump always comes up with a distraction away from the real issues.



10/13/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Radio Free Friday Saharah Ali, Co - Hosting Robert We cannot become complacent.  We have the violation of the election code and Trump is working to undermine Obamacare by not paying for the subsidies.  Where are the voices of our Democratic leaders and progressives?  We are going down a negative pathway.
Various Callers Melvin Does Feminine energy include White Females?  

Carl There are 32 cameras that are popping up in Los Angeles, Nickerson Gardens, Baldwin Hills and East Los Angeles.
Felt Mother nature has me PMSing lately.  There is a video game flight to freedom it's about a young Black girl trying to flee to freedom.  It's a slavery simulation game.
Jennifer Listen to White People for BLM.  Was raised not seeing color in a relationship with a Black man and has a biracial child.  Don’t understand how people can stand by and see Blacks murdered by officers.

10/16/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM New Media Monday General Jeff Activist A jury has convicted GJ of assault and the jury saw a video of the altercation between the two.  At a police commission meeting in November 15 and intervened on behalf of a woman's honor and ended in an altercation with Najee Ali.
Various Callers Wendell Disheartened but encourages General Jeff not to be discouraged.

Donna Very upset thinks it's pretty low for Najee to go to the authorities and has a different opinion of him now.
Johnny Women have played a big role until she realizes she is being abused.
Dr. Melina Abdullah Thank you GJ  because its important that we stand together and hold each other up.  It was important that he stepped in especially when a man tries to intimidate a woman.  Not the way in which he came at me and it was unscrupulous.

Christian Gregory Dick Gregory's son The love we felt from the world let's him know the love and appreciation for his father.  A new book that Dick Gregory wrote is about defining history reading between the lies.  American history is American history and Blacks need to claim who they are.  Dick Gregory's hunger strikes were different than medicinal fast people don't realize when you starve your body the body attacks muscles before fat.  What killed Dick is the vascular system, started with cerebral vascular disease and a lot of the anger seen in his later years was from the disease becoming progressive where he was unable to control it.
10/17/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Hot Topic Tuesday Avi Bernard guest host Wendall Kaepernick for him to win the lawsuit against the NFL someone will have to step up in his inner circle.  Wish the players that don't want to kneel should stay in the tunnel.  Rapper Eminem ulterior motive and his music and movie are corny and if it wasn't for Dr Dre he would be noticed.

Various Callers Charleston Blue Seen Compton shift from 90% Black to 30%.  The reason why Blacks left is because of the violence plaguing the city.  Watch the gangs destroy our neighborhoods.  We need to talk about why our cities are declining.
Bill Phil Called Najee Ali my little brother but he's getting into too much trouble in the Black community, which is not good.
David Saw a black silhouette of a young teenage girl walk through a fence in the 90's in the daylight.  Was 70 - 80 yards away and the guard dog disappeared outside the yard.
Vjack Happy for Serena and she's always represented the Black community.  Very discouraged about the President's treatment of Puerto Rico which is apart of the US territory.
Mollybelle Avi, Did you think Donald Trump was going to win?  The President said he talked to the President of the Virgin Island and how can he not know that it is not apart of the US Territory?
Connie When did Blacks become African Americans?
Captain Wants to know when Dick Gregory's celebration of life in Los Angeles will be.  The shooter in the Las Vegas shooting is missing?
Kenneth Curt Flood stood on principle and remiss if we don't mention his name.  He is on the Mount Rushmore with Tommy Smith and Muhammad Ali.  Kaepernick may lose everything for standing up.
Al What is Black?  I've never been to Africa, I'm still Black.

10/18/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Health Care Avi Bernard guest host Pastor Lewis Logan People who at the end of their life from cancer and other various illness.  African American usually do not have the access to care to transition peacefully.  Services are available to assist families to prepare before their love one transitions.
Mental Health Dr. Nolan Thomas Psychologist In medical school saw people try to commit suicide and weren't eating due to depression and notice the treatment they received changed their lives and improved their condition.  Decided that was the profession wanted to do.  Sadness is feeling blued about a situation but depression lingers and things might be going well but you'll feel tired, not wanting to do things.  This is not a character flaw but it is a treatable illness.

Various Callers Marietta In 2006 received a heart transplant.  In 2009 had a stroke and became legally blind.  Last year became completely blind and wants to know if she's depressed for not accepting the blindness?
JB There should be a psychiatric evaluation before becoming President.  It was so insensitive , what Trump said about the service man "He knew what he signed up for".
Barbara Member of Kaiser and it is not peach sweet.  Getting help fro Kaiser you have to go through your primary doctor and so many channels before you can see a therapist.  Kaiser wants to fill you up with pills, a quick fix.  People should have a psychological evaluation at least five times a year.
Celia Can he describe chronic neurosis and how can it be treated and does it stay with you for your entire life?
Antwone It does not take that long for a psychological evaluation.  They always ask you if you have any feelings of depression.  The hospital will have a referral number but you have to express your feelings.

10/19/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Astrology Saharah Ali, Founder Saji Yoga It’s a time for a do over.  New moon and Jupiter supporting and anything you do is magnified 10 folds and whatever you want to create just get grounded through setting an intention and be clear what you want to manifest.
Various Callers Agnes In a four cycle but there is change going on in home environment and there is stress in her body. (1-29-62)

Leroy Loves the energy that Saharah gives people.  There are a lot of blessing coming down the line.  On a 3 and time to get focused and sees training in his life. (6-23-74)
Carmen Just look at me and tell me what's going on.  In a cycle of new beginnings and you're playing with your image and other people see her.  Its time not to worry about what other people think about you. (8-9-70)
Doc Been a single Dad for 30 years and my daughter is my biggest challenge.  Janquelle (4-20-91 is having an identity crisis and trying to respect rules but trying to have a voice instead of being the Dad.  Holding on, give her permission to spread her wings and give her the insight that you trust her and she will hold the values of which you imbedded in her. (10-3-63)

10/20/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Radio Free Friday Jasmyne Cannick, Co-Host Mitrice Richardson case is still unsolved.  Open investigation of Gemmel Moore, a Black gay male found dead in a West Hollywood apt was ruled as an overdose but claim suggest he was involved with a wealthy business man name Ed Buck.   Double standard - When Natalee Holloway was missing it was a national story. Mitrice Richardson goes missing was because of the outcry in the Black community.
Various Callers Tracee Why do White Woman put up with sexual abuse trying to climb the corporate ladder and why do they take so long coming out?

Shaquille Front Page intern interviewed Kia Patterson who owns a grocery store in Compton.  She is a great role model for the community because young people can look up to her and dream big.
Laticia Nixon Mother of Gemmell Moore who was found dead in West Hollywood apt.  Her son had a journal that detailed his relationship with  Ed Buck who forced him into drugs.  His funeral was held in LA and she continues to crusade for justice.  She sees a lot of injustices, heads turning initially when her son passed.  She kept calling the Sheriff dept.  They were very apologetic but wouldn't come to the phone.  Called the Coroners office and was shooed away.  Finally decided to take her story to the media to gain attention.
Forrest It's important for Black men to teach our son's how to interact with the opposite sex.  Recent relationship and his perception how to talk to woman is off and am talking to him daily.
Morris Isn't Jackie Lacey responsible for prosecuting criminals in Los Angeles.  A lot of things take place in LA that we don't know about.

10/23/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Politics Congresswoman Karen Bass Change Operation is to take back the House of Representatives in California and they need 24 seats to kick the Republicans out.  They're taking people and putting them on buses and taking them to Republican Districts and doing voter education and registration.  Town hall meeting lead attorney Norman Isaac will be seeing for the Emolument Clause which means a sitting President can not do business with the Federal Government.  There's Trump Hotel down the street from the White House which was formerly a Post Office.  Iman Social Center 3376 Motor Avenue 6:30 - 8:30 PM.
Law Adai May, Esq Harvey Weinstein is one of many we know and don't know in power who have an influence and there are people who want to be in the circle.  They all want to work in this town and feel like they can handle and tolerate it.  When sexual harassment happens you need to have a game plan and make it clear to that person that it is unwelcome behavior.  Specifically telling them you are uncomfortable and why make it clears so there are no grey areas.
TV & Film Jonathan Sanger Produced over 50 films and documentaries. Most recently Marshal.  This was develop and written over a four year period.  Reginald Hudlin and he knew Marshall was not a movie that the major studios would make.  There's no comedy, aliens, science fiction but a real story about the early career of Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall.

10/24/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Hot Topic Tuesday Various Callers Fred We need to get rid of the electoral college, the votes should be based on the popular vote.
David The movie Panther is a major film that should be brought back
Carl Impressed about Black women who get ahead in this world.  Omarosa supposed to be 45's contact into the Black Community, how come we don't hear about her?
Wendall The 49ers are not really that great.  Jerry Jones is two faced person and claims he is down with the players but when he saw it was serious then he backed out.
Leroy We should be grateful for Trump being so transparent.  He is the Klan whisperer.  He helps us out of denial and he's the most honest President we have ever had.



Carl The Black Caucus needs to surround the woman that lost her husband on the battlefield and make sure the children have their college funds.  Also, there are cameras going up all over LA and the City is taking the money from the City Budget.
Kristie Donald Trump needs his twitter turned off.  After what he did to the fallen soldier's wife he needs to be blocked.
Biliah No whipping our children and the effects.  We don't beat a dog for not obeying us.  Whipping instills hostility in a child and Black folks need to stop that behavior.

10/25/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Politics Dr. Abdullah Co Founder BLM Collecting signatures to pressure Attorney General Jackie Lacey who has been in office for 5 years and almost 300 people in LA county have been killed by the police.  Not a single officer in any of those cases have been charged by her office in a month.  They have collected almost 10,000 signatures, mostly from LA county who want to see those officers charged.  Going to Jackie Lacey's office along with some of the mothers who lost their children will be there and delivering the petitions.  Hoping she will feel the pressure that the people are saying, she cannot continue to all the officers to get away with murder.
Travel Betty Arnold 2018 Trip This year going to Kilimanjaro.  Famous landmark mountain in Tanzania north eastern part with a Safari and staying at lodges and morning and evening games.  Then going to a mock tie village nomadic where they live off their herd.  Will see their art and learn about their culture.  Leaving July 8th returning to Los Angeles July 17th.
Art Professor Kellie Jones Author Promoting her new book "South of Pico" about artist in California.  Originally from NYC, loves California and the urban centers with urban flavor. Thought everyone grew up with artists, poets and dancers in your family.  Her book singing at Hammer Museum on UCLA campus.

10/26/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Politics Congresswoman Maxine Waters Written a letter demanding Trump apologize to Frederica Wilson, a member of the House of Representatives about his comment made to a widow that her husband "knew what he signed up for".  She also exposed John Kelly for lying about her, bragging about securing money for a building for the FBI in Miramar.  The budget and tax reform issue that is very serious and it is a tax cut for the richest people in the country.  The lost of life of four soldiers and Sgt Johnson who was found a mile away fro the scene.  Worried about the name falling and bullying will trigger a war between US and North Korea.
History Dr. Toni Humber Discusses the oldest burial site in the world(?)  Had a chance to see the site, was probably functioning from the 1500's - the 1600's which would make it the beginning of enslavement of Mexico during the colonial period.  It was a fortress, a walled city now in a cobble stone town.
Astrology Saharah Ali, Founder Saji Yoga Shedding light on spirituality as we wake up grow and transform.  Some people believe spirituality is linked to church, mosque and synagogue.   Our spirituality is and can be about the question of life, oral and identity.  Think about your spiritual truth and let your light shine.

10/27/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Radio Free Friday Aaron BoBo Arnell, co-hosting El Ron Thank you Bobo a couple of years ago I was homeless and you gave me half of your sandwich.  Now I'm in a better position.
Various Callers Mollybelle One of my church members wanted to intern at the station.  She spoke with Bobo and now she is a writer for the Wave.  It was a great week of programming.

Shayon We should start having a conversation about nationality and who we are as a people.
Forrest Wants to contribute to Breast Cancer Awareness at the station.  Mother passed away from cancer in 2009 and sister just finished chemotherapy.
Wendy An ambassador for the One legacy foundation, they're an organ donor facility and a kidney recipient eight years ago.
Jamal Had a relationship with a woman who had breast cancer and she didn't continue because she didn't feel worthy enough and it has been devastating for her.
Dee Dee Went to the Steve Harvey show yesterday and took up for Trump for his comment to Lieutenant LA David who died during combat.  She almost jumped out of her seat.

10/30/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Politics Dr. David Horn, Professor Author A lot of talk about impeachment of Donald Trump.  The President can be indicted for criminal acts but cannot be jailed until out of office, unless he killed someone.  One then marshals will physically remove him.  What will eventually come out Russia made Donald Trump President.  The very thing Trump had his administration do is work on lifting sanctions off of Russia which was unsuccessful but # 45 made a deal.  Over a period of months and perhaps years there will be indicted will be Flynn, Manafort and the list goes on.
Community Dr. Mable John, Pastor Organizer First truck sent to Houston on Sunday was a success and on Tuesday they were able to help 2000 people.  There are still some areas that were damaged and the people are unable to get much help.  Continuing donations for Texas and Puerto Rico.

10/31/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Hot Topic Tuesday Various Callers Big Phil Kapernick will never play football again and he's helping to bring racist out.  Snoop Dog's latest CD "I'm a Crip Again"(?)
Will Trump is trying to take the focus off of his corrupt administration.  The fighting and racial issues are taking attention off what is going on behind the scenes.
Patricia Paul Manifold is a hot issues all these things are a distraction from what is really going on.  Tax, Healthcare, etc.  The NAACP issued a travel issue for American Airlines we have to stop attacking each other.  All she had to do is accommodate her it could've been resolved in house.
Fred We need to make sure Trump is not re-elected in 2020..
Bilehal Trying to help in the community has a prison service family life program and would like everyone who has been in prison or jail to attend.  Donald Trump is not letting us see what's really going on around the world.  The football players kneeling why don't they build independent schools in our community.
Bishop Gilmore Impressed that Dominique is supporting hr. Pack.  It is important that everyone gets involved so we don't get left behind.  In 2018 there will be more Packs than there have ever been.
Victor Was watching the Dodger game last night and the referee was cheating.  The players knew the call wasn't right but they didn't want to get ejected so they stayed quiet.
Dahuey K in baseball means Kills and when he struck out three people in a row that's when you see the KKK.  Our black youth and the schools system and why isn't anyone fighting for our history?  To keep it relevant?

11/1/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Politics Dr. Gerald Horne Discussions Terror attack in New York, stuck by the fact the terrorist was an Uber driver and has roots in Uzbekistan, the most various is the war going back decades.  The US was involved with some of the zealots and 5 of the people killed had roots in Argentina.  We are in the middle of a cycle and may lead to more episodes.  The use of vehicles as in Nice, London and NY.  Most analysts are expecting more indictments especially after George Stephanopoulos arrest.
Theatre Arts Ben Guillory Robey Theatre Director Tonight's opening of Yohan is a revival of 1999 Danny Glover and June Angela.  Set in 1986, Philip Ken Gotanda's Yohen depicts the unraveling of a 37 year marriage.  Although it tumbles off track in its final third, the play to that point is an astute portrayal of the dynamics of a failed intimacy.
Health Coach E Knall Ultimate Transformation Entering the Holiday Season.  Reviewing basics:  Average Americans gain 5 - 12 pounds during the Thanksgiving to New Years period.  One pound is 3,000 calories which is over a 100,000 calories and this can be a deliberating time for our community.  What are you going to do to help navigate the next 3 months.  When we gain this weight 70 percent do not lose it in the following year and impacts us for years to come.
Politics Sebastian Ridley Thomas Assemblyman 54th District LA has patterned it's city to be inclusive, to make sure we can understand and respect human dignity and it does a great deal to break down barriers.  We have a very sophisticated community engagement apparatus so that when engaging threats find themselves community groups of various sources and when they see radicalism they feel as though they have a cooperative relationship with law enforcement with homeland security.  Event:  Opening of the Constituent Services Center at 3847 Crenshaw Blvd.

Caller Michelle All the elected officials get into the position and their not available for help and feels frustrated
Andrew Why is the traffic being slowed in LA and lanes being taken out?

11/2/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Law Nana Gyamfi, Professor Civil Rights Attorney Hoping to get more press coverage on the Gemmel Moore death.  Found in prominent politician's apartment Ed Buck.  Wants the community to participate.  Called the DA's office and get the case rolling again.
Caller DC Has there been other victims that have died by the hand of Ed Butts?

Nana They're investigating if anyone else has died.
Astrology Saharah Ali Saji Yoga Exalted full moon on Friday at 1);23 and it is a super moon since it's so close to earth making it an emotional lunar influence.  The sun is pushing for growth and change releasing deep and hidden emotions allowing for positive change and transformations.

11/3/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Commentator Jasmyne Cannick Co - Hosting Gemmel Moore, young man found dead in West Hollywood, Sheriff's are slowly investigating.  Frederica Wilson being called a whore by radio commentator Bill Handel of KFI.
Various Callers Wesley Witnessed a Black guy applying for a steward position and was overlooked but when new hires…Hispanics were immediately given the position.

Lavar Put my kids in an emergence program where they teach you Spanish.  Both sons have run into racism within the program by the Latino students.
Jeffrey In order for us to get conscious we need to talk about issues in our community.  Living in California it is a must that Black people learn Spanish.

11/6/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM New Media Monday Gerard Greenwich Web Specialist IPhone has been out for 10 years and thinks they are trying to be recognized for their anniversary.  The price of the iPhone is comparable to the others with the features.  Russia placing ads on FB; When the general public starts depending on websites only and not going to the sources it creates a problem with accurate information.
Politics Dr. Gerald Horne Outside of San Antonio there was a discharged Army veteran went to a church and killed over 200 people including elderly and infants.  Many of the conservative websites are playing up that he is an atheist.  Trump in Asia and says this is not a crime about  gun control but a crime about mental illness.   The killer had on a bullet proof vest and a passerby saw what was going on and pulled out his rifle and shot the shooter.

11/7/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Hot Topic Tuesday Various Callers CP Very disappoint about the comments on Tyrese acting like a B.  When he went through the baby momma drama he felt like he did inside he just didn't verbalize his anguish.  The man who was killed by officers for holding a teacher hostage was told his family was on the way in hopes of talking him into standing down but unfortunately it had a tragic ending.
Eddie H Black Girl Magic - Khloe Cares (10 years old) is an organization that helps the homeless.  She does events all over, providing hygiene items and other things for people who are homeless.  Kudos to the young people for their activism and thinks everyone should lend their body to the movement.
Terry Tyrese he must be going through something, doesn’t understand how he is so cruel to Black women when he has a Black mother but now he wants sympathy because he is crying.
Seyon It bothered me about Tyrese who loves his daughter and  you have men and women who are not interested in their children.  Let Tyrese cry because he's hurt about his daughter.



Ronald Fan of Tyrese and Chris Brown, just wants Tyrese to stay strong.
Alberta Believes Tyrese's first wife is vindictive because he got married again and she didn't get what she wanted from him.
Andrea To all the single parents there is an order how we're supposed to raise our children.  God, Christ, Man, Woman & Children.  Women who do not have men in the home do not continue to bad mouth him / her to the children because you will regret it.
Barbara Elections in the City of Compton running for the school board number 7 on the ballot.  Our children's lives and minds are at stake and if you look at great schools.org and see how poorly run our schools are in addition the Black community has a high dropout rate.
Wendall The way it is scripted, It's a man's duty to respect women and it is also a woman's obligation to give him something to respect but it works both ways.
Terry Saw a YouTube video of the actual footage of the MLK assassination.

11/8/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Wellness Wednesday Dr. Bill Releford Releford Foot Institute Your health is the most important asset that you have because it controls how our deal with adversity, how productive you are, how you interact with your family.  You must be healthy even if you want to generate wealth.
Coach Erich Knall Ultimate Transformation Our health is our wealth.  During the 90 days we move away from being a consumer and becoming a creator.  Do something outside the box.  Choose a goal to do something for the next 90 days.  Write it down, read it over and over again.  Review progress each day.  Tell a supportive friend what your goal is and be each other's support system.  Guarantees setting a goal and working towards it while having support can and will make an incredible change.

Activism Tarana Burke Social Worker Worked on Social Justice, Arts and Culture for more than 20 years.  Currently the director for a program called Girls for Gender Equity and know for creating the hashtag #MeToo many years ago and before the topic of sexual misconduct became popular.  She came up with the #MeToo concept to help young people to develop a way to exchange empathy with young Black and Brown girls in youth programs that experience sexual violence.
11/9/2017 4:30 - 6:00 aM Know Thyself Cameron Dedication to Chris and Jonathan Baxter who were killed in a fatal car accident down the street from where they lived.  It was an untimely death and wish it didn't have to end like this.  Benn knowing them since he was 12 years old.  They had dreams of making it to the NBA and to know them it was never a dim light.

Astrology Sahara Ali Saji Yoga Keeping the Faith.  Defined as a strong unshakable belief in something without proof or evidence.  Belief in God is an unquestioning belief in the truth value or trustworthiness of a person, idea or thing.  How do we keep faith in challenging times?  Sometimes trauma is a tool needed to help us find our way to the truth and our expression to our soul unto God and that we are merely being prepared for what will happen to us in the future.
Politics Dr. David Horne Professor Believes when the reports come out in the coming months it will show that Trump colluded with Russia, and it will be time for him to step down when the courts stop him from making money while being president.  The first time in history 200 congressmen sued the president for doing business in office and they are forced to deal with the issue that the constitution gave them the authority to handle.
Sports Johnathan Franklin LA Rams Former NFL running back and UCLA legend, now community relations head for the Rams.  While playing for the Packers he suffered an injury to his spine and was briefly paralyzed from his neck down.  He developed a new vision and got into business.

11/10/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Radio Free Friday Lyfe Griffith, Co-Hosting A Military veteran for 19 years, a former music executive and has an internet radio show called Black Intelligent Minds United.
Various Callers Mollybelle We know the Russians were involved in the election.  Older Black women were supporters of the Democratic party.  Brother was killed in Vietnam in 1966 and thanks all Veterans for their support.

Morris What is the benefit of electing Black officials?  Kamala Harris when she was the AG there was at least 50 thousand Californians should've gotten a free home, so instead of protecting people she put people out of their homes.
April A legal guardian of 4 boys and 1 in special Ed.  He's been out of school from behavior issues and this no child left behind is false because in her opinion her child is being left behind.
Richard Would like to see insurance taken out on officers and when they misbehave then the public can sue them.
KC We need to help men because their given bad raps an women need to stop using the children against the fathers who are trying to take care of them, it's not fair.

11/13/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Activists Dr. Mable John Continues to receive food donations for Texas, Florida and Los Angeles.  On Tuesday at Triangular Church in Los Angeles.  She is also in need of volunteers to help distribute food.  She is also asking for cleaning aid for people to clean up in the affected hurricane states.
Various Callers Wendall Disturbed by Judge Roy Jones saying he never was charged with sleeping with a 14 year old.  The UCLA students who were arrested for stealing sunglasses in China.  Ali Baba the organization who sponsored it is helping to get the boys back to the US.

Marie Went to the market and saw two dogs in the grocery market.  Sickens me to see dogs French kissing babies in commercials.
Kelly What has been done so far about the cops who planted drugs on the driver they stopped?
Evette I understand why women wait so long to tell.  Was sexually assaulted at 9 years old and told her mother about it on her deathbed.
Danita Experience the Carson Sheriffs trying to set her up through a breathalyzer
Cee Cee Was constantly molested as a child and enticed her with treats.  He was found murdered with his penis amputated.  I now watch my nieces and nephews extensively and if your children don’t want to go with someone even if it’s a relative, listen to them.

11/14/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Hot Topic Tuesday Various Callers David Very positive to see Tiffany Haddish hosting SNL and happy that she's good looking, not overweight as opposed to previous Black female comedians who are not so good looking and overweight.
Fred The sexual allegations against Roy Moore is believable
Terry Will you do a show on starting a business in the near future?  Thinks its important that we have mentorship.
Orlando Called 3 or 4 weeks ago apologizing for getting lose at the tongue.  Works for Caltrans and cleans up after the homeless.  Deals with nothing but filth but it has to be done.
Margo With Covered California sponsored by Crenshaw Health Partners which can offer free assistance.  Trump is trying hard to get rid of covered California and now there is open enrollment and California has not been affected by Trump's Executive order.  Crenshaw Health Partners can help people find lower premiums.
V Jack Experienced the mental health system, people out there need help.  Toni Braxton dating Bird Man and a Black woman dating OJ now is shocking.
Barbara Remembers what they did to Michael Jackson.  Hollywood has been known for sexual misconduct for years.  Andy Corey Feldman remembers being dropped off to a producers house and getting molested.  Remembers Ronald Reagan closed many mental health facilities that helped cause a lot of people to become homeless.
Pastor Prince Celebrating Senator Watson's birthday at the Proud Bird Sunday.  Would like to broadcast live.
Carl What do you think about McCain running for President?  Jesse Jackson wrote an article about it in the Wave Newspaper.  Not voting for anyone if they don't have interest of Black people.

11/15/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Politics Kevin Andrew Ross Host, American Court From liqueur sales men to law school, host on KACE to KABC, 7 years on the bench as a judge and now hosting American Court for Bryon Allen Company.  Next interested in producing content.
Entertainment Rolonda Watts Actress, Hostess, Author Now Stand up Comedian.  Has a new book about an investigative news reporter who is working and not paying attention to her own life.  Until she finds a long red strand of hair on her husband's pillow and ultimately finds out it's her best friend.
Community Cornell Thomas (Peanut) Activist High profile story of drive by shooting on Western and 78th on October 1st.  Three suspects, a shooting and one young man ends up dead.  Mr. Lawrence Bowie's son is a suspect.

11/16/017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Politics Congresswoman Maxine Waters Re-elected in November 2016 to her 14th term in the House of Representatives covering the 43rd congressional district of California
Astrology Sahara Ali Saji Yoga As we move closer to the Holiday Season start by thanking yourself first, see your wisdom, honor and trust.  Know the future you want in your life, we create today.

11/17/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Radio Free Friday Various Callers Shayon Financial raping of the county by the country by the republicans and Donald Trump is happening while we speak.  Believes they will take the country into another recession.
Color Loves the show, was at the Taste of Soul and at the KJLH stage.  Expected to see Dominique there.  Went to UPS in Compton and got hired on the spot.
Morris What is the difference between a Black evangelical and a White evangelical?  Dominique - depends on what church adheres too.
Anonymous NBA finals coming up and can't wait to see Boston and Golden State play.  Lavar Ball talks a lot of crap when his son was caught in China stealing.
Jabari Bothered in his spirit on how harsh folks have been on the three young men who were caught stealing in China.  People make mistakes and they're young and made a stupid decision.  Had a buddy in UCLA who would steal beer, they were what and bot a slap on the wrist.

11/20/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM New Media Miles Bloxsum New App called "Yes To Sex" which gives consent to people who agree to consensual intercourse.
Law Attorney Adia May MBA / JD Useful Business Tips in the Entertainment Business



Politics Dr. David Horne PHD, Professor, Author Although the electoral college helped him Russia had numerous ads on Facebook and other factors that played a huge part in helping Trump with the Presidency.
11/21/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Hot Topic Tuesday Various Callers Gloria Pet peeve about dog owners allowing them to lick their faces and now they're allowed in restaurants and gyms.

Sexual Harassment Charlie Rose's inappropriate behavior.  Twitter thread about Al Franken, Brett Ratner and Russell Simmons, Trumps disrespect against women.
Mollybelle The sexual things is another culture starting from slavery.  More allegations will come out.  When Donald Trump helped bring the boys home I thought he should get credit for bringing them home.
Samuel The story about the ball players.  If I stole something three times I might accidently get shot in this country.  If I would have to go to jail, they should have to go to jail.  Everyone should be treated equally.
Wendall Glad she brought up Haitian people constantly being disrespected for ages.  They were first country to rebel against the slave trade and they have paid every since.
Morris The #MeToo movement must keep going and will bring down every man that has assaulted a woman, including the President of the United States.
Carl A lot of the guys the molesters should have been in jail a long time ago.  If you don't report the incident then its not credible unless you get it in front of the DA.
Jenna Why is it now that all the woman are coming out.  If something is gong on with you then let someone know.

11/22/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Open Phones Guest Host Avi Bernard Cyonne In a transition period where there is positive change in your life but you must balance your budget and watch your finances.
Astrology Saharah Ali Saji Yoga Dictionary defines Thanksgiving as the act of giving thankfulness.  The bibles meaning of Thanksgiving is not something you do but an expression of thanks for a good deed.  Giving thanks displays the act of gratitude and allows the mind and body to connect with the senate source that governs our lives.  Simply saying Thanks you open portholes in the brain allows us to receive thanksgiving everyday and not just at Thanksgiving (The Holiday).

Quintella Health is turning around and a lot of the burdens that have been carried around will be lifted
Justin In a transitional period and your life is taking a turn to a new path; however, seeing a situation around your job that needs attention.
David Needs incite of the interdimensional being he met 20 years ago on the corner of El Segundo and Hawthorne during rush hour.  We spoke but can remember the conversation.  Saharah's response - Sometimes entries show themselves and give messages.
JoAnna About to be free and have all of the current pressures lifted and step into a new foundation for yourself.
Michelin His back has been up against the wall and now it's time for you to say yes or no to yourself and move yourself forward.
Saharah Donald Trump #45 is triple bipolar and something is coming up and see's there is impeachment in the future
Naylynn Use your words for positive things and put your boxing gloves down…don’t talk loud and see a boyfriend in the near future
Al Seeing a promotion and you need to be responsible for taking care of your children.  Squash everything that’s separate but equal.
Tina Should focus on health and don’t be tired, be active
Gina Holding on a saturation that's in the past and needs to be let go before moving forward
Derrick Been dealing in mind altering things and the energy around you needs to be eliminated
Vicky Honor your spiritual values and focus on standing in her truth.

11/23/2017 THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY
11/24/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM BEST OF Front Page Re-Run Dick Gregory - Activist When listening to Christians never talk about voting for the lesser of two evils.  Here is a man who is running for the presidency of US and nobody is talking about it.  The major press is very quiet.  When you go back to Baton Rouge and Minnesota of the major shootings.  Looking at Dallas which is the most racist place in world and yet you have a Black man who is police chief whose son killed a police officer, something is not right.

Dr. Bill Releford - Health Disaster preparedness is necessary to in the wake of Houston, Puerto Rico and Florida which impacted thousands of people.    Before disaster occurs you need to be properly prepared.  People think that when a disaster happens help will be there to rescue you which is not true.  Tips to keep you prepared and ready.  Place medicine in a zip lock bag.  Family communication plan  Check out ready.gov for sample templates.
11/27/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM New Media Mon Myeisha Cyro Discuss various cyber deals 

Politics Dr. Gerald Horne Book Signing Storming the Heavens:  African Americans and the Early Fight for Right and The Rise and Fall of the Associated Negros Press:  Holman United Methodist Church.
11/28/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Hot Topic Tuesday Various Callers Fred Black people need to be worried about Trump being re-elected in 2020

Robert We have to look at the fact we have a sexual predator  the republicans appointed in office.  Whose agenda's is appointing court judges to be in control of job disparity, civil and women's rights and environment making tax cuts that only benefit the rich.
Don The judicial system is based on what criminals do.  We have to know the laws and the consequences of breaking the law and you won't have to worry about the system.
Deven Tjomls the 1940 and 50's Negro's can say yes sir, no sir master gets better treatment from officers.  Officers will still use violence against you.  Black and Hispanic must stick together before we get eliminated.
Sandra Donald Trump loves attention and we give too much attention to his foolishness.
Mollybelle Trump is such a big liar and says his access Hollywood statement was locker room banter and it was fake news.  Didn't think Trump was going to win.
Bill Donald Trump claimed that Obama wire tapped his phones created a firestorm
Ginn Lynn Why don't we let President Trump do his job and why do people bash him.
Jack Ginn Lynn sounds like a Trump cabinet member.  Trump might have a job for her and if Donald Trump was a rapper he would be Old Dirty Bastard.  White folks should be embarrassed and he's trying to pass the horrendous tax bill.
Nadine Why are we asking the government to help our people if we had 10 Million a month.
Prescott Denzel is half right about discipline starting at home.  But Black and Brown people go out their door there is racial profiling by police officers and when you go to criminal court there is nothing but Black and Brown people there.
Charles Denzel is half right.  Supporting Black businesses in the community will help create jobs and keep folks out of jail.
Tia Major props for doing an awesome job filling in for Dominique.  We need to keep conscious to keep the balance.

11/29/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Wellness /Health Dr. Vuong Pei Specializes in detoxification using homeopathic, nutrition and herbal remedies.  Analyzes what is going on in the body for each individuals who want homeopathic treatment.
Coat E - Erich Nall Ultimate Transformation
Mayor James Butts City of Inglewood Clippers put down a deposit to negotiate to be in the city.  Unemployment reduced 12% since he has been in office.

11/30/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Community Damien Goodman Crenshaw Subway Coalition Resist gentrification action summit on December 2, local activists and national leaders as we focus on combating gentrification, promoting community wealth building and demanding development without displacement.
Summit Goals:  Support the on going effort to repeal Costa-Hawkins Rental Act.  Share protective strategies to keep our homes and neighborhoods.  Share community wealth building tools to improve our communities without displacement.

History Ashra Qwesi Lecturer - Pan African Lecture on African history, civilization, religion and culture.  They present lively and dynamic slid presentation productions and videos based on their extensive study and travel on the continent.  Their startling and revealing information on the African origin of many of the concepts and symbols now utilized by the western world is due to their focus on the ancient African Nile Valley.



12/1/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Radio Free Friday Various Callers El Nubian Has a framed picture from Kemet at the Cairo Museum of an early picture of Christ.  The picture of 5 brothers on each side holding his hand with holes and blood running out of it.
Morris A book called Democracy in Chains - The Deep History of the radical right's stealth suggest everyone read it and people should read 21 and 22.  The second book is the American Syndrome.  It has information about how this country is being run.
Big Phil We are Meghan Markle is Black and I hope she has a dark chocolate baby with Prince Harry.  Mayor Butts is slowly moving Black business out of Inglewood, we are not stupid.
Shayon We need to read the 100 facts about the negro by JA Rogers written in the 1920's and ancient and modern Britain written in 1884 by David mac Richie.
Forrest Like Mayor Butts and like what he is doing for Inglewood but it is true, that Blacks are being pushed out.
Jenny When she moved to Inglewood and tried to get neighbors to go to the council meetings but they wouldn't.  Very concerned about the homeless veterans who can get help.
Lance A lot of realtors are selling out our neighborhoods but they don't understand that its making it difficult for Black to buy homes in their own neighborhood and a lot of things that we are blaming Trump for we can fix ourselves.

12/4/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM New Media Mon Miles Bloxsum Net Neutrality is the internet's guiding principle and preserves our right to communicate freely online and without net neutrality cable and phone companies could slow down its competitors content, political opinions and if they disagree could charge by websites - crazy prices.
Sexual Health Dr. Gayle Wyatt Professor, Therapist In 1980 published the rate of sexual abuse in Los Angeles County and further on to other countries 1 in 3 women in their lifetime will have one of the experiences and 1 in 5 men will be sexually harassed and it is extremely common.  People didn't believe me back then and now I am receiving emails saying that I was right and women didn't report it because they fear retribution.  

The women who are disclosing are working and white and look professional.  Then there are other women who don't look that way and are not being taken seriously like Anita Hill who was ostracized for reporting Clarence Thomas.  Her entire life changed as a result of speaking out.
12/5/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Hot Topic Tuesday Various Callers RK The Black community never talks about HIV and AIDS anymore.  Don't understand why, we run from the topic?  Roland Martin talks about it on his show and says it needs to be talked about.  50 % of all the new cases of HIV & AIDS is Black, 54% are Black Women, 20,000 of HIV & AIDS cases per year are Black and 70% of all new youth cases are Black.

El Nubian Trump is dominating social media and playing games with countries that he shouldn't be playing games with and he is not worthy of his position.
Fred Going to see about running for office and it's a shame we have a President who disregards laws and the African American community.  Hopes we don't get this terrible tax plan shoved down our throats.  We have to dump Trump in 2020.
Rich A seating President cannot be indicted. Muller is very good and thinks he'll get him on State charges and Trump cannot pardon himself.
Sheila A book and knowledge and feels Trump will be re-elected for 12 years(???)

12/6/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Community Dr. Mable John Joy Community Outreach Christmas All Over LA happens every year.  Helping people in the community by giving food, clothing, toiletries and other things that people need.
Finance Marie Deary Wealth Management Inc The changes that will happen with Trumps' tax plan.  People who make under $70K for the 10 years will be okay.  Those who make over six figures there isn't much you can expect.  For homeowner worth $500K they will not be able to write off any interest over $500K.  Expect an additional $150 on your check, that's it.

Dawn Sutherland Bridge to Africa Making changes in my spending like cutting down on my parties and shopping.  Allowed her to have a profitable retirement fund for example:  use to spend $100 weekly on hair.  After 10 years into doing that I decided to go natural and only color hair, and saved money.  Had two cars and when the leases expired, didn't renew and paid off the other car because wanted to retire.   If I had a housekeeper once a week, I reduced her to once a month.  There are a litany of ways to save money and still live a comfortable lifestyle.
12/7/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Politics Congresswoman Maxine Waters The Democrats are working on Tax reform which goes into conference to reconcile differences between the two houses and if they can agree so there are no differences and then go to the President for signature.  The Republican party are in disrepair and they have problems and hoping the tax bill will fail.  It should not be the law of the land.  Some of the members of the Senate that I looked to stop the bill let all of us down.  Even John McCain.  McKowski and anyone of the members fighting with Trump would step up to the plate and say no.

Astrology Saharah Ali Saji Yoga Astrological aspects this holiday season to acknowledge my one's own self work opening yourself to truth and wisdom and I open myself to the universe to manifest my highest good.  I give up the need to suffer and allowing myself to embrace light and love from seen to unseen places.
History Neely Fuller Jr., Author Pan Africanism Workbook for Victims of White Supremacy in  1984.  Updated in 2016.  The book was to eradicate racism and people need how to do books, a basic guide to get rid of problems owns a daily basis.  Emphasizing precise language.  Language motivates people to do what they do and inspired by what people say.  For example the people who make up racism had to create language to coincide with racism so everyone could get on board with the language of racism.

12/8/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Health Coach E - Erich Nall Many challenges with nutrition during the holiday season.  The challenge for FP is the no sugar challenge to reduce your sugar to 24 grams of sugar or less daily.  One simple change in and how we can monitor one area in our lives and how we can create tremendous benefits.  We limit the amount of process sugar in our system you can eliminate an inch around your waist and get rid of the belly fat around your waist.
Politics Dr. Melinda Abdullah Professor BLM update:  Black Xmas recognizing we can use our resources more intentionally.  We want people to use resources to build Black communities, Black organizations, encouraging folks to also donate to Black organizations.  For the first time BLM has a website called Black Xmas.org that has articles and online resources where to buy Black.  WeBuyBlack.com.  Official Black Wall street is an phone app and points out Black businesses in the area.  During the holiday her hope is Black people use the time to build each other up.
Radio Free Friday Various Callers Robert The Republicans who were involved in Russian probe should all go to jail.

Dee Believes cutting bus taxes in Urban America is offering bus service for free and would probably increase bus ridership by 40% and people would buy fewer cars and the cars they would buy would be nicer and that would help eliminate carbon emissions in the atmosphere.
Janice Sells a lot of merchandise and would like people to come out and support her.

12/11/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM History Oduduwa Olatunji Pan Africanism Curates Pan African Film Festival's 24 Hour Network "Really, Really Super Awesome".  Preparing for PAFF father started the festival in 1992, 26 years later still going strong.  Dany Glover was a big participant in helping get the PAFF off the ground.  PAFF does not exclude white participants, artist must have films that tell stories about the African American experience / story.
Finance Ed Sanders ES Advisors Group Public Affairs consultancy with over 20 year of experience.  Implementing public policy, advising electoral campaigns and directing community based and business growth initiatives.

12/12/2017 Hot Topic Tuesday Various Callers Ronald Shocked about Mayor Lee in San Francisco dying of a sudden heart attack.
Mollybelle Legrand Clegg is having a lecture about spreading our history over social media.  Heard Lawrence O'Donnell say that if all the Republican said NO to Trumps' bill it could be defeated.
Sandra Everyone is focused on the sexual predators but are forgetting how racist Roy Moore is and he wants to get into office to help bring back the "good ole days" of slavery.
Sylvia We have everything we need in our community and there's absolutely nothing as a people we need from the government.
Karin We the people are the government and the ones that make everything possible.  So we are fighting for healthcare, for when we were giving the politicians the best healthcare they have.
Jack It's mind boggling to hear when 45 says who should join the military when he skipped out due to bone spurs.
Shayon We are the government and we put representatives in office to rep us, but how many people have read the constitution of the United States?  We need to understand the law and the interpretations.

12/13/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Entertainment Jerry Bell Former Dazz band member, currently on Bungalow Label.  Single coming out on Friday album out March 12.  Doing an Album release at the Grammy museum in March then on tour with his older brother Archie Bell, Climaxx, Delfonics and the Barry White Orchestra.
History Legrand Clegg Video collection called  "When Black Men Ruled the World".  Audio, studio guides and website - Legrand reveals history as it was told and handed down from generation to generation.  Happy about the senate race with Doug Jones betting out Ray Moore.  It shows that Black people are influential when it comes to swaying the vote.  If Black people step forward and participate then things change and this was especially reflected during the Obama era.

12/14/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Show RERUN Net Neutrality and Sexual Health show
12/15/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Astrology Saharah Ali Healing and change as we welcome in the new year the year of self healing.  It is important that we welcome discomfort of transition knowing we are in a healing time of great change.  Also, we are in a time of mending our fragmented self and cut the ties that bind us in the past.

Health Erich Hall Ultimate Transformation Right now in the moment whatever we experienced earlier this year, we are her in the moment and we can reflect on things that didn't go our way we made it through to get to this point today which means we are still in the fight.  God wants us to use the tools we have in this moment to pursue purpose with more vigor.
Various Callers Carl Going to start this detox program in January

El Nubian Amy Poehler on SNL talked about the first time she got Kat called walking by a construction site in NYC and it took Tracy Morgan to tell her what they really meant.
Cornell Dominique has a great team on FP.  Tavis Smiley wit Unity One he use to be our biggest support was hit kind of hard.  Case he didn't seem like that kind of person.

12/18/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Guest Host Starlett Quarles Trump and the Future of Black America
Politics Dallas Fowler Principal - Dow Tech Global A boutique digital and print media consultant firm specialing in political and business development.

Melina Lawrence Journalist Campaign messaging consultant, also chief editor and creator of the Politainment report, a social and entertainment blog.



Joh Wood Jr. Writer, Thinker A former nominee for congress and the nations' youngest African American Republican nominee in 2014.
12/19/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Sexual Harassment Tim Alexander Filmmaker Best known for his 2008 diary of a tired Black Man.  2001 A Mother's love and recent product Lethal Death and Drugs we Trust.  Notices the impact fathers absences have in the lives of their young boys and girls.  Make messaging films that speak to the fathers.

Tyrone Davis Fire Captain A fitness and extreme enthusiast and founder of lifesaholic brand which encourages a health lifestyle.
Carol Adele Supreme Williams Artist, Author Children's books - translated and  becoming an animated series.

12/20/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Sexual Abuse Rev. Deborah Man Virtuous Woman Inc An open and honest conversation in our communities about Sexual abuse, trafficking of our young girls while many people believe that sexual trafficking comes from foster youth and runaways, that is far from the truth.  Human trafficking can happen to anyone's child whether they come from a single parent home or a two parent home.  Upper middle class community, anyone's child is at risk of being manipulated into sex trafficking.
What a lot of people do not understand is trauma starts in the womb and the mother is already suffering from issues and if the circumstances do not change before the child is born, then they become a product of their environment.

Orry Freeman Victim A victim of sexual trafficking at the age of 11 she was forced into child sex trade in Orange County, right down the street from Disneyland.  Now at the age of 20 she is speaking out to help protect other children.  Freeman was born to a prison inmate and was adopted by a single mother.  Her trouble began at 9 years old when she was molested and raped she ran away and trusted her friend to take care of her.  But, she left her with a pimp who raped her and put her on the street.
Various Callers Rachel Has a child who got snookered into child sex trafficking.  The way she found out her daughter was into sex trafficking is through her father who lives five blocks away.  He saw her on the track, called Rachel at work.  Left work, picked her up and brought her home.  She ran away and went back to the track until the authorities were called.  Her daughter was enticed by lavish gifts from a man she met while walking home from school.

12/21/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Politics Dr. Gerald Horne The passage of the tax bill is going to create havoc in the next 12 - 16 months.  Republicans are going to say there is no money in the till therefore, it is going to be necessary to take the hatchet to Medicare, Medicaid, and the perhaps social security.  The tax bill is targeting and devastating blue states like New York, California its going to make it difficult to deduct your state taxes from your Federal Tax Bill.
12/22/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Radio Free Friday Various Callers Wendell Wants to give a shout out to Tarana Burke who started the hashtag #MeToo and Susan Burton who started a program second chance for formerly incarcerated women.  Believes Blacks need to build their own monuments so we don't have to worry about the other monuments that disrespect us.

Charles Condolence to Cliff Winston who gave him his first interview when he started 1 800 Unite Us.
Mollybelle A friend at the Post Office heard Angela Hoffman filing in for Adai Lamar and is bother that Me and Avi don't tell people when we're filling in.  Enjoyed Avi's interview of Dr. Horne.  Condolences to Cliff Winston who she loves dearly.
Lois Trump didn't show his taxes like the other Presidents and its amazing to allow him near anything to do with taxes.
Mikyel We need another show like the Front Page in the afternoon and how do we get a petition going.
RW The 21st Kwanzaa Parade will take place December 26th at 11:00 AM on the corner of Adams and Crenshaw.  Formation begins from (;45 to 10:45 and we bring in the year of Ugima.  Poking with racism is our theme.
Eddie We need to lend our voices and bodies to any movement that furthers our plight.  Donald Trump stands to gain 11 to 15 Million each year with the new tax bill.
Nathan The Front Page is a wealth of knowledge and my eyes are now open to things I was unaware of.
Anonymous The estate tax does not start unless you have $5 Million or more.  Going to lose the advantage of write off mortgage taxes, wildfire victims and they will not be able to itemize their items lost.  Now money for disasters will have to be requested instead of automatically given.
Jeffrey Donald Trump is doing for his and is not a servant unlike Obama.  The radio playlist is not playing R & B at KJLH however, he tries to listen to the station when he's not working.
Big Money Griff RIP Cliff Winston.  Enjoyed him throughout the years, when he use to take care of Stevie on outings he would be right there on Stevie's arm to help guide him.  Trump's tax bill is written in stone and we will never be able to get rid of the 35 to 21 % of the rich man's tax bill.
Shirley Use to listen to Cliff Winston all the time.  Remember when Cliff Winston all the time.  Remembers when Cliff asked people to call in if you had a funny joke.  She called and won a free cup of coffee.
Margie St. Agatha's church is offering a free Christmas Day Dinner 11 AM - 3 PM for people who need a place to go.
David Offended by Saharah Ali who suggested she was bipolar for saying he saw a being years ago.

12/25/2017 CHRISTMAS DAY MUSIC ALL DAY
12/26/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Gentrification and Next Generation Families Real Estate Development Company, the Bedford Group.  Father had been dedicated to create affordable housing and now were in the process of building an 88 luxury workforce condo call the View on Overhill in View Park in the most affluent Black area.

Guest Host - Starlett Quarles Thomas TJ Loftin Global Business Leader and Industrialist, revolutionized the low riding auto industry with nearly three decades of business innovation as the CEO of three multi-million dollar companies.  TJ Lofton founded three successful global businesses, including Express Gold Plating, Compton Wire Wheels and Molded Suspension.
David McNeil Executive Director of Baldwin Hill Conservancy.  The conservancy helps to maintain the open space and recreational space in the area including Kenneth Hahn Park, Stocker Corridor walking trails, etc.
Odess Reiley Jr. President of WLM financial LLC and Inglewood base and Real Estate and Lending Firm.  Founding member of the young Black Los Angeles Democrats.  In 2003 he co-founded Baby Boomer Consulting, Inc.  A non-profit organization which vision is to provide youth with the life skills and training essential for success in today's competitive society.  Odess has implemented plans to improve the academic achievement of South Los Angeles Inner City Schools by challenging students to meet higher academic standards.  He donates funds to a variety of youth and community based organizations.
TJ Loftin White flight took place in Leimert, View Park and moved to the valley and upper middle class Black moved in.
David Learned that we need to buy the property in the neighborhood to create our own jobs.  All our business were Black owned and then in the late 70's it began to change when the Koreans moved in and didn't hire Blacks.
Odess Reiley Jr. People are going to come in and take everything away from you so you will be unable to be productive.  Learned in 2015 is the new business model and people who have infrastructure and begin improving neighborhoods and displacing people.

12/27/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Religion Religion and Spirituality what does this generation really believe?  There is a growing generation of Black Christians that do not believe God exist or is the son of God and some have given church up all together on Sunday's because of the hypocrisy and instead chosen to live a more spiritual than a restricted religious life.
Shabazz EMS Burwell West Coast MC Underground solo artist of the 90's Hip Hop ERA.  He delivers conscious content of Hip Hop in two different languages English and Spanish.
Antwone Gipson Elder at Fountain Love Christian Church.  Is the son of the late Pastor Otis L Gipson at Glory Mount Bishop Church in Compton.  Antoine served 30 years at a deacon and bible study teacher.  Currently a supervisor at Sache and Sache and holds and active license in Real Estate.
Rev. Deborah Mann President of Virtuous Woman's Inc. A ministry dedicated to empowering women and men to live healthy and fulfilling's lives.

12/28/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Empowering Young Black Males What is the plights of our young Black males they are branded as thugs criminals and someone to be raised in a community of fatherless homes.  In her humble opinion Black men and boys are targeted and burden by systematic racism, biased and the need to adhere to masculine and misogynic norms.  As a community we have to stop and ask what kind of Black boys are we raising. According to blackdemographics.com currently, working Black men between the ages of 16 - 24 are in a state or federal prison or in a municipal jail.
Dr. Darrin Early Director of the Loyola Marymount University Family of Schools for 10 years.  He is responsible for overseeing the daily operations of the Family of Schools, managing various programs and grant funded projects that support 15 partner schools and servicing as a liaison between the university and the local education community.  Having worked as a secondary school administrator, classroom teacher and human relations facilitator, Dr. Early has over 18 years experience with the Los Angeles Unified School District.
Dr. Brickell Quarles Psychologist at Rikers Island Correctional Facility in New York, teamed up with the Center for NuLeadership on Urban Solutions to launch Human Justice Revolution.
Mr. Kareem Webb Co owner of the PFC Restaurant Mgmt. Buffalo Wild Wings Franchise.  He uses his expertise to oversee the development and operations for each restaurant.  Karim was exposed to the restaurant business at an early age.  As a teen, working at one of his parents McDonalds restaurants, he was trained in all aspects of restaurant operations.  

12/29/2017 4:30 - 6:00 AM Finance Black Wall Street Communities - Do we want to recreate Black Wall Street?   How can we practice cooperative economics when we don't have the desire to leave family legacies?   How do we practice cooperative economics if we don’t have a road map or example on how to do so.
Shanell Frampton Founder of ESP By solutions brokers, a brokers consultant firm that champions for the success of today's non profit, also the Director of programs for the greater Los Angeles African American Chamber of Commerce.  GLAACK where she manages the daily operations of the organization, including the implementations and administration policies and programs established by it board of directors.
Kenya Kirkland She Owns several small businesses, one being a trendy women's boutique based in South LA.  She's not only a business owner, she's a servant leader of the world.  She's also a woman of God, mother of three and philanthropist.  Her big heart has driven many initiatives to give back to the community such as her  annual blanket & toiletry drives.  

Kirkland's current mission is to walk in her purpose of creating generational wealth in African American communities by developing an cultivating business leaders.   She's created several events and programs to develop the skills needed to successfully launch and or grow a small business.    
Dion Rambo We all have 24 hours.  These are like 24 pennies that are given to us each and every day.  One of the factors that differentiates our results is the way we spend each penny.  How do you spend your time?  What do you invest most of your pennies / hours on?

Homeless just six years prior, Dion now spends most of his daily pennies managing a local marketing and staffing company located in Los Angeles, New York and Atlanta.  However, his personal passion is encouraging those who seek encouragement.  Serious people who are tired, receiving the same results.
12/31/2017 New Year's EVE HOLIDAY


